
First vs Second Conditional

Name: Date: __/__/20__

If it _________________ there, they could crawl out.1. (reach)reached

If any trouble _________________ it will be from the other fellows.2. (come)comes

You may put him to other work if you _________________; but, by the
condition you have brought him into, he will dislike the other work as much as
you would yourself.

3.

(choose)

choose

They would be happier if he _________________ dead.4. (be)were

And yet, if he _________________ his fortune, he will owe it all to me.5.
(make)

makes

If he _________________ a chance he would make a run for it.6. (see)saw

I did not love her, but if I _________________ her now, how kind I would
be to her.
7.

(have)
had

How could they expire if they _________________?8. (not/breathe)didn't breathe

If she _________________ I'd raise Cain.9. (do)did

We'll be too late if we _________________.10. (not/hurry)don't hurry

I don't think we'd like it if they _________________.11. (be)were

I believe you would listen to me till morning if I only _________________
to you about my love.
12.

(talk)
talked

Well, if he _________________ the gift of reading, these others will be full
of meat for him.
13.

(have)
has

Would he forgive her if she _________________ it?14. (not/tell)did not tell

I'd lose my stripes if it _________________.15. (come out)came out

If you _________________ my daughter, at least you will win your
fortune.
16.

(not/win)
don't win
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If you _________________, how will I end?17. (quit)quit

If I _________________ into it I shall surely lose my way, or some
strange thing will bite me.
18.

(go on)
go on

If one _________________, a little thing will scare one.19. (love)loves

If it _________________ three generations to make a gentleman one will
not make a thinker.
20.

(take)
takes
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